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MOLECULAR EFFECTS IN THE SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION FROM ENTRANCE AND EXIT 
SURFACES OF THIN SOLID  FOILS(^' 

K. KRONEBERGER, H. ROTHARD, M. B U R K H A R D ~ ~ ) ,  J. KEMMLER, P. KOSCHAR, 
0. HEIL, C. BIEDERMANN(~), S. LENCINAS, N. KELLER, P. LORENZEN, 
D. HOFMANN, A. CLOWAS(~), E. V E J E ( ~ )  and K.O. GROENEVELD 

Institut fiir Kernphysik, J.W. Goethe-Universitat, Frankfurt/Main. 
F. R. G. 

Nous avons mesurf5 s&parBment le nombre des Blectrons 6mis par les surfaces avant et 
arri&re des feuilles trSs minces (2 B 25pg/cm2) lorsqu'elles sont bombardQes avec des 
projectiles atomiques et mol6culaires rapides (0.1 B l.BMeV/u). Les resultats obtenus sont 
compar6s avec des simulations Monte Carlo du taux de perte d'gnergie des projectiles 
mol6culaires et avec le mod&le de Brandt concernant le taux de perte dl&nergie des agr6gats 
dans le solide. Nous avons montr6 que la proportionalit6 entre le rendement d'6mission 
secondaire Qlectronique et le tam de perte di6nergie est valable aussi pour des projec- 
tiles molQculaires dans le domaine d'6nergie BtudiQ. Ces resultats nouveaux apportent des 
informations supplgmentaires dans la compr6hension de l'interaction ion-solide, par ex. 
1'Btude des effets d'6cran et du phbnomhe de sillage. 

Abstract 

We present results of the secondary electron emission coefficient y from thin foil 
targets (2 to 25pg/cmz), for which we measured the secondary electron yields in backward 
(yb) as well as in forward (yf) direction separately, using both molecular ions and their 
atomic constituents as projectiles at 0.1 to 1.2MeV/u. The results are compared with monte 
carlo calculations of the electronic stopping power Se of molecular projectiles and with a 
model1 for Se of clusters of Brandt et al. They show that the proportionality between Se 
and y also holds for molecular projectiles at different velocities (VPWO, VP>>VO). Such 
measurements thus offer new possibilities for the understanding of ion-solid-interactions 
as e.g. the study of screening and wake phenomena. 

Introduction 

The secondary electron emission (SEE) from solids under ion bombardment has been found 
to be a powerful tool for the examination of ion-solid-interaction, especially with regard 
to the stopping power /1,2,3,4/. The proportionality between the electronic stopping power 
Se and the secondary electron yield y is quite well established for a wide range of target 
materials (ZT), projectiles (Zp) and projectile velocities (vp) /2,3,4/. In most experi- 
ments, though, monoatomic projectiles and thick targets were used, regarding only the 
backward electron emission. Therefore, using thin foils as targets and measuring both the 
backward (yb) and forward (yf) electron emission coefficients separately yields more 
information about the collision processes that take place inside the solid. 
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Sternglass divides the production of secondary electrons (SE) into two processes: 
i) In close collisions fast electrons are produced, which Sternglass called 8-electrons. 

Their angular distribution is peaked in forward direction, so they transport the 
fraction of the energy loss that goes into this process in forward direction, until 
they distribute their energy to slow SE in collision cascades within a distance Ls 
comparable with their range /1,5,6/. 

ii) Slow SE are directly produced by the projectile in distant collisions. Here the long 
range coulomb force of the projectile charge causes a distortion in the electron gas. 
This appears as a collective excitation of the electron plasma by which a small 
amount of energy (Ee25eV) can be transferred to single electrons. These slow SE show 
a uniform angular distribution and most probably loose the ability to leave the solid 
if they suffer a collision with another electron. 

The number of slow SE produced in each process is proportional to the fraction of the 
specific energy loss of the projectile, dE/dx, for each process, divided by their mean 
energy. They can be emitted from the solid if their origin lies within an escape depth Lse 
in the order of 10A%s~<100A /1,6/. Thus, backward SEE should be dominated by SE from the 
second process, whereas forward SEE is determined by both processes. 

The characteristic length that separates these two processes is the Debye screening 
length of the electron plasma, Adwp/%, with the projectile velocity vp and the plasma 
frequency w. At high velocities (vp>wo, with the Bohr velocity vo) the total electronic 
energy loss is split up in equal parts to both processes (Bohr's "equipartition rule", 
/ 7 / ) .  At lower projectile velocities (vp52vo) the fraction of the energy loss entering the 
second process becomes smaller, due to the stronger screening of the projectile charge by 
the electron plasma. Below a critical velocity vc, determined by w, the coupling between 
the projectile charge and the electron plasma is so weak that no more collective excitation 
should occur (Brandt's "partition rule" /8/). 

With molecules or clusters as projectiles the distinction between close and distant 
collisions also plays an important role when studying the question, in which cases the 
atomic constituents of the molecule act like single, uncorrelated particles and in which 
cases they have to be regarded as a united charge when interacting with the target. The 
answer will depend strongly on the collision parameter b and the internuclear separation rx 
between the atomic constituents, as can be seen from the processes discussed below. 

The different interacting mechanisms of atomic and molecular projectiles can cause 
molecular effects which can be observed in the ratio between a physical quantity measured 
with molecular projectiles and the sum of the values measured with its atomic constituents. 
A ratio R#l signifies the appearance of a molecular effect. For SEE and energy loss 
measurements we define the ratios 

Molecule dE dx Molecule 
R(" ' Z y(:lomic conlt . ) ' R(dWdxi = L dEA(Atomic coAst. ) eq. (1). 

Here molecular effects can originate from the following processes: 
a) The binding electron(s) can screen the projectile charge and thus decrease the SE 

yield of the molecule, causing R<1. 
b) When the binding electron(s) are lost in the entrance surface layers, they can also 

contribute to the SE yield in addition to the atomic constituents of the molecule, so 
that R> 1. 

c) As long as rx<Ad, the charges of the atomic constituents act as a united charge with 
regard to distant collisions. Depending on the strength of the screening of the 
projectile charge by the electron plasma this united charge can be larger or smaller 
than the sum of the charges of the atomic constituents. 

d) The wake potential of a leading particle may effect the energy loss of the trailing 
particle, respectively the superimposed wake potentials of the atomic constituents 
may influence the energy loss of the molecular projectile as a whole /9,10/. 

The internuclear separation between the atomic constituents on their way through the 
solid increases due to the coulomb explosion and multiple scattering. Thus the molecular 
effects will decrease in forward direction with increasing target thickness, as will the 
contribution of the binding electron(s) to a molecular effect. This can only be studied by 
measuring the SE yields from both the entrance and the exit surfaces of thin target foils. 

Experiment 

Most of the experimental set-up is described in detail in /6/ .  In the present set-up, 
however, experiments were carried out in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber and with 
sputter cleaned target foils /11/. Clean surfaces are essential for the measurement of y, 
since the SE yield strongly depends on the surface conditions, and for the definition of 
Q, and thus Ad in the last layers of the foil, where most emitted SE originate. 



mriments were carried out with H+ , HO, Hzt (1.2 MeV/u) and C+ , O+ , COt (15 keV/u < Ep 
< 85 keV/u) as projectiles, and C-, Al- and Cu-foils (1008 < x < 10008) as targets. The 
results with hydrogen projectiles are found in /6/. 

Results 

In our first experiment we measured the SE yield at vp-7vo in dependence of the target 
foil thickness. Fig. 1 presents the "molecular effect ratio" for the backward, R ( y b ) ,  and 
forward, R(yf), SE yields from Ht, HO, Hzt (1.2 MeV/u) projectiles penetrating carbon foils 
of the specific thickness 2pg/cm2 < ex < 25pg/cm2 (from / 6 / ) .  The empty scluares represent 
the ratio regarding the additional yield of the binding electron, for the ratio represented 
by the full squares only the sum of the yields of two independent protons was taken into 
account. 

typical error 

Target  Thickness (ex) b 

Fig. 1: Molecular e f f e c t  r a t i o  R ( y f )  ( top)  and R(yb) (bottom) for H i ,  H0 and H z f  
(1.2MeV/u) traversing C-foils  ( 2  t o  25pg/cmZ). Enpty squares: rat ios  regarding the 
yield o f  the binding electron; fu i l  squares: ra t io  regarding only two protons. 
Dotted l i n e  (.-.-.): energy los s  o f  Hz+ (Monte Car10 calculation) divided by twice 
the energy los s  o f  a proton (see t e x t ) .  From /6/. 

In backward direction the molecular effect is caused mainly by the binding electron, 
which contributes to yb with about 0.6 electrons /6,12/. The ratio regarding the binding 
electron is slightly below unity, indicating that additionally the charge of the molecule 
is screened by the electron. 
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In forward direction, however, only for small target thicknesses (x<2508, ~x<5pg/cm~), 
region I, the binding electron contributes to a molecular effect. In region I1 
(5pg/cmz<~x<15pg/cmZ) the molecular effect in an order of up to R(yf)s1.2 is caused by the 
correlated motion of the two protons through the solid, while in region I11 (~x>15pg/cm2) 
the two protons have separated so far that Ral. We calculated the energy loss of this 
proton dicluster in the last 50.4 of the foil, where most emitted SE originate, using a 
monte carlo procedure described in /9/. The ratio between this calculated energy loss and 
the energy loss of two independent protons is in very good agreement with the measured SE 
yield ratio in region I1 and 111. For target thicknesses ex<2pg/cm2 it reaches a constant 
value of R(dE/dx)cl.26. fiergy loss calculations by Brandt et al. /13/ show about the same 
energy loss ratio, R(dE/dx)=1.28, for proton diclusters that have not yet separated due to 
coulomb explosion or multiscattering, which is the case for very thin (~x<<l~g/cmZ) targets. 
These results support, at high velocities, the proportionality between energy loss and SE 
yield also for molecular projectiles, as well as the validity of Brandt's energy loss model 
for clusters. 

In our second experiment we measured yf and yb from thin foils with molecular projec- 
tiles in dependence of the projectile velocity in the region vo<vp<2v0 with 0'-projec- 
tiles. In order to study the influence of the screening by the electron gas of the solid we 
used targets with different plasma frequencies Q and thus with different screening 
lengths, namely C (h%zZleV) and A1 (R~a15eV), under ultra high vacuum conditions 
(Ps2*10-9hPa) and with sputter cleaned surfaces. 
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Fig. 2: Forward (R (y f ) ,  top) and backward (R(yb), bottom) SE yield ratio for COt 
respectively C+ and 0' projectiles o f  15 to  751ieV/u penetrating Carbon foi ls .  

Fig. 2 presents the "molecular effect ratio" in dependence of the projectile velocity in 
forward, R(yf), and backward, R(yb), direction from C-foils. Fig. 3 presents the correspon- 
ding data for Al-foils. At vp<vo the backward SE yield ratio is in the order of R(yb)aO.7 
for both targets and for all target thicknesses. With increasing velocity it increases 
towards a value of R(yb)~O.g which is reached at ~ ~ a l . 3 ~ 0  for C-foils respectively at 
vp~l.lv~ for Al-foils. These velocities reflect the strength of the screening and thus the 
plasma frequency in each target materia1;which is higher in C-foils than in Al-foils. 

For low velocities (vp<2vo) Brandt's calculations show a decrease of the energy loss 
ratio towards R(dE/dx)sl at vps1.5~0. Recent results for yb from thick targets with Hz+ 
projectiles follow this tendency even continuing to R(yb)<l at vp(l.5~0 /2/. This decrease 
was interpreted merely as a screening of the molecular projectile charge by the binding 



electron. Our results, though, show that also the screening by the electron plasma of the 
solid plays an important role. 
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Fig. 3: Forward ( R ( y f ) ,  top) and backward ( R f y b ) ,  bottom) SE yield ratio for Wt 
respectively Cf and Of projectiles of 15 to 85keV/u penetrating AZuminiwn 
foils. 

Since the binding electron of the molecular projectile is lost in the first few layers 
of the target foil /14,15/, it should not effect the forward SEE after a target thickness 
larger than its range (see Hzt-data and /6/). Indeed in forward direction the molecular 
effect is not as pronounced as in backward direction. It starts off with a value of ... R(yf)a0.8 0.9 at vP<vo and reaches R(yf)zl at 1.3~0 (C) respectively 1.1~0 (Al-foils). 
Yet, it is surprising that any molecular effect can be observed at all, since for the 
target thicknesses and velocities used here (after about lOOA at vpwo and 2508 at 
vpzl.5vo) rx, merely because of multiscattering, should already be much larger than h. In 
this case the atomic constituents would act as independent projectiles, not giving rise to 
molecular effects. 

Though, other experiments carried out with N2 + -projectiles /lo/ also show R(dE/dx) a. 9 
at target thicknesses comparable to ours. Also, monte-carlo-calculations for rx of CO' at 
low velocities (vpzvo) /9/ and experiments with different molecules /16/ indicate that the 
atomic constituents may stay together for rather large distances (some 1008), if one 
particle is captured in the first minimum of the wake potential of the leading particle. 

In similar experiments, where only the total SE yield was measured /3/, an oscillatory 
behaviour of R(y) was found when plotted versus the ratio between rx and the wake wave- 
length Aw=2nhd. This was interpreted as an interference effect of the wake potentials of 
the atomic constituents on the exit of the solid. In /3/ rx had been calculated only 
regarding the coulomb explosion, and a phase shift, explained by multiple scattering, had 
to be put in the data for different target thicknesses to obtain the oscillation. We 
calculated r~ with the monte carlo procedure from /9/ which includes multiple scattering 
and wake forces. Within the error bars of 15% we found no oscillations in R(yf) that 
confirm the interpretation of /3/. 

We measured the Secondary Electron yield coefficients in forward (yf) and backward (yb) 
direction from thin solid foils (C and Al) with molecul.ar projectiles. Both for high 
( ~ ~ 4 7 ~ 0  ) and low (vp -0 ) projectile velocities we found a proportionality between the 
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measured SE yield and the energy loss of the cluster projectiles, a) calculated with a 
monte carlo procedure /9/ and b) with the calculations of Brandt /13/. By measuring the SE 
yields from both entrance and exit surface of the foils we found molecular effects not only 
caused by the binding electron of the molecule but also such due to the united charge of 
the atomic constituents of the cluster. 

The united charge of the cluster depends on both the screening by the binding electron 
and the screening by the electron gas of the solid, which is stronger at lower than at 
higher projectile velocities. A depency on the plasma frequency of the electron gas, w, 
could be measured with two target materials with different %, namely C and Al. These 
measurements were carried out in an ultra high vacuum chamber and the target foils were 
sputtered to achieve clean surfaces. 

The proportionality between energy loss and SE yield, stated in the modell of Stern- 
glass, was found to hold also in the Bohr velocity region and for molect~lar projectiles, 
for which the energy loss ratio calc~~lations by Brandt are in good agreement with our SE 
yield ratios. 

SEE may thus become a powerful tool to measure the energy loss of molecules or to test 
energy loss models. 
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